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A fiber-optic high-temperature sensor is demonstrated by bonding a 45°-polished single-crystal sapphire
fiber on the surface of a sapphire wafer, whose optical thickness is temperature dependent and measured
by white-light interferometry. A novel adhesive-free coupling between the silica and sapphire fibers is
achieved by fusion splicing, and its performance is characterized. The sensor’s interference signal is
investigated for its dependence on angular alignment between the fiber and the wafer. A prototype sensor
is tested to 1170 °C with a resolution of 0.4 °C, demonstrating excellent potential for high-temperature
measurement. © 2006 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Temperature sensing is a key topic in fiber-optic sen-
sor research. Numerous schemes have been proposed
since the early 1980s for a variety of applications
from biological monitoring to industrial sensing. For
high temperatures well above 1000 °C, single-crystal
optical fibers have been widely adopted for sensor
fabrication owing to their excellent mechanical and
optical properties at these elevated temperatures.
Most of the fiber-optic high-temperature sensors can
be categorized into three main techniques: thermal
radiation, fluorescence lifetime, and optical interfer-
ence. The simplest form of radiation-based sensor is a
fiber version of an optical pyrometer, often referred to
as a lightpipe radiation thermometer, a device used
in the semiconductor industry for wafer temperature
monitoring during rapid thermal processing by col-
lecting radiation from the target surface and trans-
mitting it to the detector.1 Temperature can then be
inferred using the standard two-color approach.
Other than merely a light collecting and transmit-
ting pipe, another type of radiation-based sensor
generates its own radiation signal with a metal-
coated sapphire fiber tip that forms a blackbody

cavity.2,3 Operation up to 2300 °C has been demon-
strated using zirconia single-crystal fiber.4 In both
types, the radiation emitted by the fiber lightpipe
itself adds to the target radiation and thus consti-
tutes an error source, leaving the measurement sen-
sitive to environmental temperature changes around
the lightpipe.1,5,6 Therefore in situ calibration is usu-
ally required and brings inconvenience to its field
application. In a fluorescence-based sensor, fiber is
doped and the dopant is excited by laser pulses to
generate fluorescence, whose decay rate is tempera-
ture dependent and used as the measurand. Operat-
ing temperature of 1600 °C has been achieved by a
Yb-doped single-crystal YAG optical fiber.7 The tem-
perature dependence of the decay rate usually exhib-
its a vastly changing profile, increasing slowly at low
temperature and very quickly toward the high-
temperature end.7–9 This will leave the sensor with
quite different sensitivities and performance at dif-
ference temperature ranges and therefore may limit
its dynamic range. As another widely employed tech-
nique, fiber-optic interferometric sensors are known
for their large dynamic range, high resolution, and
high accuracy. Various principles have been proposed
based on both instrinsic and extrinsic Fabry–Perot
interfereometers.10–12 However, one major concern of
these sensors in high-temperature measurements is
the large modal volume of single-crystal sapphire fi-
bers. The intermodal dispersion makes it difficult to
generate good fringes that are sensitive to the quality
and the parallelism of the interferometer surfaces.13,14

To address this issue, the authors have previously
reported a sapphire extrinsic Fabry–Perot interfero-
metric sensor, using a sapphire wafer as the inter-
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ferometer.15 The high quality and parallelism of the
wafer surfaces allow easy generation of good inter-
ference fringes even for highly multimode sapphire
fiber. As the measurand, the wafer’s optical thickness
is temperature dependent as both the refractive in-
dex and the physical thickness increase with temper-
ature. In this paper, we propose another simpler and
smaller configuration by 45° polishing the fiber end
and placing the wafer to the side of the fiber. In
addition to high temperature test, also discussed are
the signal’s dependence on fiber-wafer alignment and
a novel silica–sapphire fiber coupling method. Unlike
most other fiber-optic sensors, this surface-mount
structure aligns the fiber in the wafer plane, which is
not only suitable for temperature measurement, but
also opens possibilities for other high-temperature
surface measurement such as strain.

2. System Setup

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the white-light inter-
ferometric system. Broadband light from an 850 nm
light-emitting diode (LED) travels to the sensor
through a 100�140 �m multimode fiber 3 dB coupler.
The reflected signal carries the wafer’s interference
spectrum to be detected by an OceanOptics USB2000
miniature spectrometer. In the sensing arm, a 75 �m
diameter sapphire fiber (MicroMaterials, Inc.) is 45°
end-polished and bonded by high-temperature adhe-
sive on a 59 �m thick C-plane sapphire wafer of a
manually cut 1 mm � 2 mm size. The other end of the
sapphire fiber is spliced to the 100�140 �m silica fi-
ber. The angled fiber end bends the incoming light
toward the wafer and redirects the reflected signal
from the wafer back into the system. This arrange-
ment aligns the fiber in the plane of the wafer, mak-
ing a direct bond possible without the need for extra
supporting structure. Therefore it minimizes the sen-
sor weight and size. Submillimeter size is achievable
if the wafer is machine diced.

3. Signal Processing

Figure 2(a) shows an enlarged view of the sensor
head. At 850 nm, sapphire has refractive indices
around 1.76 for both the ordinary and the extraordi-
nary trays, translating to a 34.6° critical angle for
total internal reflection. Different guided modes in
the sapphire fiber have different incident angles at

the polished surface, but all within a certain range
around 45°. Given that 34.6° is far less than 45°, the
majority of the incoming modes and energy is ex-
pected to be bent toward the wafer by the 45°-
polished end. This is supported by experiments where
visible light is injected into the sapphire fiber, and at
the polished end it can be observed that light is bent
90° by the polished surface and comes out of the fiber
perpendicular to it with a certain divergence angle.
From other directions, there is practically no light
observed. The bent light then travels through the
fiber’s curved side surface and the two parallel sur-
faces of the wafer and generates three reflections
back into the system. The signal received at the spec-
trometer can be written as

Itotal��� � ID��� � IB���
� ILED����rcouple � rside� � ILED���

� �r1 � r2 � 2V�r1r2 cos
4n�T�d�T��

� �, (1)

where ID���, IB���, and ILED��� are the intensities of
the dark current of the spectrometer, the blackbody
radiation, and the LED, respectively; rcouple, rside, r1,
and r2 are reflectance at interfaces along the path (the
silica–sapphire fiber coupling point, the side of the
sapphire fiber, and the first and second surfaces of
the sapphire wafer, respectively); n is the ordinary-
ray refractive index of sapphire since the wafer is
C-plane, d is the wafer thickness, V is the fringe
visibility, � is the wavelength, and T is the tempera-
ture. Figure 3 shows a typical sensor spectrum at
room temperature, whose interference is very clear as
compared to that of a polished fiber end without the
wafer.

Equation (1) only includes the interference be-
tween r1 and r2, not those between rside and r1 or r2.
The reason is that the fiber side is so curved and
unparallel to the wafer surfaces that it is practically
impossible for rside to interfere with r1 or r2. This also
demonstrates why high surface parallelism and qual-
ity are critical for fringe generation in multimode
fibers.

Signal processing is based on the fact that all terms
in Eq. (1) except the cosine are low-frequency com-
ponents, and therefore in Fourier transform the
high-frequency cosine term can be filtered out by a
bandpass filter, giving15

2V�rs1rs2ILED���cos
4n�T�d�T��

�
.

Fig. 1. System schematic.

Fig. 2. Sensor head structure.
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This term can be further normalized by Hilbert trans-
form to result in

cos
4n�T�d�T��

�
,

from which the wafer’s optical thickness, n(T)d(T),
can be determined by the positions of interference
valleys and�or peaks.

4. Sensor Fabrication

It is clear in Fig. 3 that the wafer fringes add on top of
a large background raised by several sources. During
the fabrication, it is important to have sufficient fringe
amplitude for a good signal-to-noise ratio. However,
when the fiber rotates, the incident light will not be at
right angle to the wafer and the backcoupling effi-
ciency will decrease for the returned signals, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2(b). Figure 4 (a) plots the diminishing
spectra of the signals reflected from the wafer,

ILED����r1 � r2 � 2V�r1r2 cos
4n�T�d�T��

� �,
at increasing angles. Also plotted is the normalized
fringe intensity, 2V�rs1rs2, against the rotating angle
� [Fig. 4(b)]. It can be seen that the fringe intensity
remains at similar levels within a rather wide angle
of about �15°, offering good fabrication tolerance for
this angular misalignment. The irregularities and
asymmetry of the curve is due to the hexagonal shape
of single-crystal sapphire fiber, which makes the pol-
ished end shape dependent on the polishing direction.

The coupling of the silica and sapphire fibers was
made through arc fusion splicing. Different from a
previously reported splice using aluminosilicate glass
as the interlayer,11 it is adhesive-free because the 100
�m Ge-doped core of the silica fiber softens at a much
lower temperature than the undoped cladding. Under
properly reduced arc duration and power, the core
will be softened, while the cladding, as well as the
sapphire fiber, will remain almost intact. Prior to the
arc, the sapphire fiber is brought to the close prox-
imity of the silica fiber. It is then heated by the arc
and expands, protruding into the melted core of the
silica fiber to make the connection. Multiple arcs may
be necessary, depending on the power and duration.

A photo of such a splice is shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6
plots the reflected power variation against the num-
ber of arcs. This power consists of both the reflection
from the coupling point, rcouple, and the reflected sig-
nal from the sapphire fiber end, rsignal. The power
tends to first decrease and then stabilize with the
number of arcs. In Fig. 6, a total of 5 dB loss was
recorded from the first arc to the last. However, much
of this loss is attributed to the decrease of rcouple be-
cause of the incomplete contact at the silica–sapphire
interface, which may leave small high-reflecting air
voids during the first several arcs, as a result of low
arc power and duration. As more arcs are applied, the
two fibers come to better physical contact to reduce
the high-reflecting voids and the optical power also
reduces. Since rcouple can be removed in signal process-
ing, its value is not critical to the application. The loss

Fig. 3. Sensor spectrum.

Fig. 4. Angular dependence of signal intensity and fringe am-
plitude.

Fig. 5. Fusion splice of silica fiber and sapphire fiber.
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of rsignal is, however, of more importance because it
will determine the signal intensity. rsignal is measured
by immersing the sapphire fiber end from air into an
index matching oil �n � 1.522� and recording the
intensity change that is proportional to rsignal. By com-
paring rsignal before and after the splice, power loss as
low as 0.5 dB has been measured. It is possibly due to
the deformation of the 100�140 �m fiber, which may
scatter the light out of the coupling point. This
method avoids any adhesive, producing a simple and
robust joint. It is also successful splicing 100 �m di-
ameter sapphire fibers but fails for larger ones due to
the apparent silica fiber core size limitation.

5. Temperature Test and Analysis

A. Temperature Response

The sensor’s temperature response was tested in a
furnace (Thermolyne 48000, maximum temperature
1200 °C) from 24 °C to 1170 °C. An S-type thermo-
couple was used for a temperature reference. Figure
7 plots the change of optical thickness (open circles)

with respect to temperature measured by the S-type
thermocouple. The data are fitted by a parabola as
the following,

OT � n�T�d�T�
� 103.913 � 1.507 � 10�3T � 3.484

� 10�7T2��m�, (2)

and shown in Fig. 7 (solid curve). Also plotted is the
calculated temperature response (dotted line) from
published data of sapphire’s thermal expansion and
its refractive index. The recommended values of
C-axis thermal expansion of sapphire can be written
as16

d�T� � �1 � 0.192 � 5.927 � 10�4T � 2.142 � 10�7T2

� 2.207 � 10�11T3�d0, (3)

where T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, d(T) is
the thickness at T, and d0 is the initial thickness at
293 K�20 °C�.

For the temperature dependence of the refractive
index of the ordinary ray in sapphire, n(T), Tapping
et al. have measured this value from 24 °C to 1060 °C
for wavelengths of 633 nm and 799 nm,17 as given by

n�T�633 nm � 1.76565 � 1.258 � 10�5T � 4.06

� 10�9T2, (4)

n�T�799 nm � 1.75991 � 1.229 � 10�5T � 3.10

� 10�9T2, (5)

where T is temperature in degrees Celsius. By linear
extrapolation from these two equations, a good esti-
mation of n(T) for 850 nm can be obtained as the
following:

n�T�850 nm � 1.75815 � 1.220 � 10�5T � 2.81

� 10�9T2. (6)

Based on Eqs. (3) and (6), a theoretical prediction of
the optical thickness is given as the dotted line in Fig.
7. The calculation shows a reasonable match to the
experimental data.

B. Sensitivity

Equation (2) indicates that the optical thickness in-
creases with temperature in the form of a convex
function. Therefore the sensitivity of the sensor, de-
fined as the slope of the temperature response curve,
increases with temperature as well. From Eq. (2) the
sensitivity S can be obtained as

S �
d

dT�n�T�d�T��

�1.507 � 10�3 � 6.968 � 10�7T ��m�°C�. (7)

Fig. 6. Reflected power versus number of arc.

Fig. 7. Temperature response.
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Therefore S increases with temperature from
1.524 nm�°C at 24 °C to 2.322 nm�°C at 1170 °C.
Unlike the fluorescence-type sensor whose sensitivi-
ties can vary by orders of magnitude over large tem-
perature range, the sensitivities of this sensor remain
at a similar level. Hence one can expect similar per-
formance throughout the entire temperature range.

C. Resolution

The resolution of the sensor is the smallest temper-
ature change the sensor could resolve. Even under
the same temperature, the sensor output (optical
thickness) would statistically fluctuate due to system
noises. A temperature change is discernible only
when it is larger than this fluctuation, to determine
which, the sensor’s optical thickness was recorded for
15 min. at room temperature �24 °C�. Figure 8 shows
the result and the statistical distribution. It is then
determined that the standard deviation � of these
data is about 0.3 nm. Therefore the resolution of the
sensor at room temperature is

RRT �
2	

SRT
�

2 � 0.3 nm
1.524 nm�°C � 0.4 °C, (8)

where 2	 is taken as the smallest discernible temper-
ature change. Better resolution can be achieved by
taking the spectrum average. Since S remains at a
similar level throughout the temperature range, R
will remain at a similar level as well. This means the
sensor has a more uniform performance over the en-
tire temperature range and thus a larger dynamic
range, as compared to fluorescence-based sensors.

6. Conclusion

To conclude, a sapphire-fiber-based extrinsic Fabry–
Perot interferometric sensor has been demonstrated
for high-temperature measurement. The sensor is
constructed with a 45°-polished fiber end directly
bonded to a sapphire wafer to achieve a miniature
size by eliminating the need for an extra supporting
structure. The adhesive-free coupling of the silica and

sapphire fibers is made possible through fusion splic-
ing by the low melting point of the doped silica fiber
core, and a loss as low as 0.8 dB has been measured.
Also studied is the dependence of the sensor signal on
the alignment angle, showing that a relatively large
angle range can be tolerated for high fringe intensity.
The prototype sensor was tested from 24 °C to about
1170 °C with a resolution of 0.4 °C, and the sensor
response is in good agreement with the theoretical
prediction.

Besides its reduced size and weight for tempera-
ture sensing, the sensor brings the incoming sapphire
fiber to the plane of the wafer to achieve a surface
mount, offering possibilities for high-temperature
structural surface-strain measurements by convert-
ing the surface strain to the wafer’s thickness change
through the Poisson’s ratio, which is a fairly efficient
0.3 for sapphire.

This research was sponsored by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy under grant DE-FC26-99FT40685.
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